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Minimization of Nyquist Ghosting for Echo-Planar
Imaging at Ultra-High Fields Based on a ‘‘Negative
Readout Gradient’’ Strategy
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Purpose: To improve the traditional Nyquist ghost correc-
tion approach in echo planar imaging (EPI) at high fields,
via schemes based on the reversal of the EPI readout gra-
dient polarity for every other volume throughout a func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) acquisition
train.

Materials and Methods: An EPI sequence in which the
readout gradient was inverted every other volume was
implemented on two ultrahigh-field systems. Phantom
images and fMRI data were acquired to evaluate ghost
intensities and the presence of false-positive blood oxy-
genation level-dependent (BOLD) signal with and without
ghost correction. Three different algorithms for ghost cor-
rection of alternating readout EPI were compared.

Results: Irrespective of the chosen processing approach,
ghosting was significantly reduced (up to 70% lower in-
tensity) in both rat brain images acquired on a 9.4T ani-
mal scanner and human brain images acquired at 7T,
resulting in a reduction of sources of false-positive activa-
tion in fMRI data.

Conclusion: It is concluded that at high B0 fields, sub-
stantial gains in Nyquist ghost correction of echo planar
time series are possible by alternating the readout gradi-
ent every other volume.
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ECHO PLANAR IMAGING (EPI) is the most common
sequence used for functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) studies, allowing high temporal resolu-
tion (1). As the full k-space is acquired after a single
RF-pulse using a train of reversals of the readout gra-
dient, every alternate echo has to be time-reversed
before applying the Fourier transform. Small inconsis-
tencies between the odd and even k-space lines due to
reversal of every other k-space line give rise to an
image artifact known as the ‘‘Nyquist ghost,’’ a ghost
image shifted by half the field of view in the phase-
encoding direction of the image.

The Nyquist ghost can in principle vary temporally
in such a way that some coherence with the paradigm
of an fMRI study is found, for example, through task-
related motion. When this occurs, false-positive acti-
vation can be observed in areas affected by the
Nyquist ghost. Where this ghost overlaps with the
brain, false-positive activation may be difficult to dis-
tinguish from true activation. An effective Nyquist
ghosting correction scheme is expected to reduce vari-
ability between scan sessions and to improve the
trustworthiness of fMRI data.

Several ways of correcting for the Nyquist ghost arti-
fact have been proposed. Typically, Nyquist ghost cor-
rection approaches in EPI are based on reference data,
typically acquired in the absence of the blipped phase
encode gradient (2,3). Numerous other methods have
been suggested (4–7), but most have not become widely
used in fMRI experiments, often because of a depend-
ency on a separately acquired reference scan and
increased sensitivity to motion and system instabil-
ities. A promising route seems to be offered by parallel
imaging-based techniques (8,9) where coil sensitivity
information is used for ghost correction. While these
approaches do not necessarily significantly impair sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (10), the usage of acceleration
factors is restricted, as for an effective acceleration fac-
tor of 3 in combination with a ghost correction scheme,
the image SNR will be reduced by the g-factor corre-
sponding to an acceleration of 6 in the phase-encoding
direction, which is typically unwanted.

On clinical MR systems, a standard implementation
of ghost correction is based on the acquisition of a
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couple of reference lines before the start of the actual
k-space sampling. These lines can be acquired while
the gradient waveform is played out a few times to
ensure a stable k-space crossing and are thus mini-
mally time-consuming. However, although a substan-
tial ghost reduction is achieved, residual artifacts
remain. Correcting for these residual Nyquist ghost
artifacts becomes even more important at higher field
strength, as the Nyquist ghosting increases with
higher B0 because the susceptibility-induced fre-
quency variations which cause the Nyquist ghost
become larger at higher B0. Further artifact reduction
is possible using a ‘‘negative gradient readout’’ strat-
egy where a phase-encoded reference scan with
reversed polarity of the readout gradient (Gx) is
acquired at the beginning of the study (11).

The aim of the present study was to extend this
method to time-series or fMRI data by continuously
alternating the readout polarity of the echo planar ac-
quisition, i.e. continuous acquisition of EPI volumes
as usual in a standard fMRI experiment, but using
readout gradient amplitudes of Gx and �Gx in alter-
nating volumes. This data acquisition method allows
the application of several ghost correction schemes.

Nyquist ghosting can also form a significant problem
in animal studies, due to the higher field strengths
and smaller length scales typically used, resulting in
larger susceptibility induced effects. Therefore, the
ghost correction schemes were also tested on animal
fMRI data acquired on a 9.4T small bore system.

THEORY

The equation describing the k-space signal for an EPI
acquisition can be written as (11):

S kx ;ky

� �
¼
Z Z

m x ;yð Þ

exp 2pi Df x ;yð Þ Tnþ �1ð Þn kx

cGx

� �� �
þkxxþkyy

� �� �
dxdy

ð1Þ

where m(x,y) represents the object’s transverse mag-
netization, Df(x,y) the frequency shift distribution
across the object, kx and ky the coordinates in k-
space, and Tn the time at which the center of k-space
line n is acquired. Terms related to eddy currents
were not included because no dependence on ky is
expected and they are efficiently minimized using the
manufacturer’s ghost correction methods. Because Df
is mostly due to susceptibility-induced frequency
shifts whose amplitude increases linearly with B0, the
inconsistencies between odd and even k-space lines,
responsible for Nyquist ghosting, increase with the
magnetic field strength. As Df depends both on y and
x, the inconsistencies between odd and even k-space
lines of EPI data, responsible for the Nyquist ghost,
depend on ky and kx (11), meaning that correction
using a standard reference scan without phase encod-
ing can be insufficient to remove all ghosting artifacts.
Inverting the polarity of Gx amounts to a replacement
of (�1)n with (�1)nþ1 in Eq. [1]. The readout gradients

will be referred to here as ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’
readout gradients, respectively (see Fig. 1). For sim-
plicity, the concurrent datasets, whether in k-space or
image space, will also be referred to as ‘‘positive’’ and
‘‘negative’’ data. All corrections were computed after
the Fourier transform (FFT) along the readout dimen-
sion, denoted fftx, was applied, but before application
of the FFT in the phase-encode dimension, denoted
ffty. This space, where data are represented in x and
ky coordinates, as opposed to k-space (kx, ky) and
image space (x,y), will be referred to as ‘‘projection
space.’’

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the alternate
readout sampling strategy, three data-processing
algorithms for ghost removal were implemented: A
correction using the difference of the ‘‘projection
space’’ phase of echo planar data pairs acquired with
reversed readout gradients (2), which will be referred
to as method ‘‘P’’; a complex addition of the positive
and negative readout gradient images, as suggested
previously (12), referred to as method ‘‘A’’; and finally
a correction of the two images whereby the projection
space phase of the complex addition is combined with
the original amplitude part: ‘‘CP.’’ These will be dis-
cussed in more detail below.

1. (P): After Fourier transformation in the read
direction, fftx, the phase difference between the
‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ datasets was used to
correct both by applying half of the phase differ-
ence to either dataset according to:

Sðx ;kyÞþ ¼ Sðx ;kyÞþe�iDuðx ;kyÞ=2 and

Sðx ;kyÞ� ¼ Sðx ;kyÞ�eþiDuðx ;kyÞ=2 ð2Þ

Figure 1. Sequence diagram of the modified EPI sequence.
a: The normal, ‘‘positive’’ EPI volume. b: The volume with a
reversed, ‘‘negative’’ readout. The pair is repeated throughout
the fMRI acquisition train. On the 9.4T system the acquisi-
tion train was preceded by two nonphase-encoded reference
scans, which are identical to the diagrams shown here, but
without phase-encode blips.

where Sþ and S� represent the ‘‘positive’’ and
‘‘negative’’ datasets, respectively, in the projection
space. Du is the phase difference between the
two datasets, still in the projection space, which
can be calculated from:

Du x ;ky

� �
¼ angle S x ;ky

� �þ
=S x ;ky

� ��� �
(3)
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2. (A): After fftx, the ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ images
were added. Subsequently, ffty was applied to cre-
ate a single corrected image. Note that for this
method the order of operations is of no conse-
quence. For simplicity, the equations use the sig-
nal in k-space rather than image space. The
summation of the ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ data in
k-space results in the following signal equation:

S kx ;ky

� �
¼

Z Z
m x ;yð Þe

2pi Df x ;yð ÞTnþkxxþkyy½ �

e2piDfðx ;yÞ
kx
cGxð Þð�1Þn þ e2piDfðx ;yÞ

kx
cGxð Þð�1Þðnþ1Þ� �

dxdy ð4Þ

The term outside the brackets is the signal equa-
tion for EPI without the term reflecting distor-
tions along the readout direction. The term
inside the large brackets represents the ghost
and can be simplified to:

e2piDfðx ;yÞ
kx
cGxð Þð�1Þn þ e2piDf ðx ;yÞ

kx
cGxð Þð�1Þðnþ1Þ

¼ 2cos 2pDfðx ;yÞ
kx

cGx

� �
�1ð Þn

� �

¼ 2cos 2pDfðx ;yÞ
kx

cGx

� �� �
(5)

As the (�1)n term disappears after summation,
line-to-line inconsistencies are no longer present
in k-space. However, the summation of the two
complex numbers does result in a slight loss in
SNR related to the amount of phase shift.

3. (CP): The phase resulting from (A), uA(x,ky) ¼
angle(S(x,ky)

�þS(x,ky)
þ), was combined with the am-

plitude of the ‘‘positive’’ or ‘‘negative’’ data to form two
‘‘Corrected Phase’’ datasets in the followingway:

Sðx ;kyÞþ ¼ Sðx ;kyÞþ
		 		eiuAðx ;kyÞ and

Sðx ;kyÞ� ¼ Sðx ;kyÞ�
		 		eiuAðx ;kyÞ: ð6Þ

In all three schemes, after phase correction, ffty was
applied to obtain data in image space.

Method CP is an integration of the two previous meth-
ods: In method A, an image where all line-to-line incon-
sistencies are corrected is obtained; from method P, it is
known that the Nyquist ghost can be corrected by only
removing the line-to-line phase inconsistencies in the
projection space. Method CP uses the uncorrected mag-
nitude signal in the projection space, as in method P,
and the corrected projection space phase obtained
through method A. Thus, temporal resolution is better
retained than with method A. The difference between
methods P and CP lies in the propagation of noise: In the
presence of noise, method P will result in high variability
where one of the two signals in the projection space is
small, while method CP will be more robust.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

9.4T Data Acquisition

Data were acquired on an actively shielded 9.4T/
31-cm (Inova, Varian, Palo Alto, CA) with 12-cm

gradient (400 mT/m in 120 ls) using a quadrature 1H
RF-coil.

The manufacturer’s implementation of the EPI
sequence included acquisition of a single, nonphase-
encoded volume with the same matrix size as the EPI,
before the acquisition of the echo planar images.

The standard EPI sequence was modified to alter-
nate the readout direction every other EPI volume as
shown in Fig. 1. A second nonphase-encoded volume
with inverted readout direction was also acquired fol-
lowing acquisition of the standard reference scan.
This implementation differs from that of Hu and Le
(11), where the readout train was shifted in time by
one readout lobe in the first volume of the fMRI train.

In the manufacturer’s implementation of the EPI
sequence at 9.4T, a manually optimized tweaker gra-
dient was used to balance the positive and negative
gradient lobes, allowing all the echoes in the train to
form at the center of their respective k-space lines.
This optimization was applied separately for the ‘‘posi-
tive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ readout blocks to allow compensa-
tion for residual shim terms, present due to the large
susceptibility changes in the rodent brain.

Images of a rat brain phantom consisting of an
extracted brain from a P21 rat in a cylinder filled with
gelatin were acquired to test the ghost correction
schemes without the confounding influence of respira-
tion-induced artifacts.

An fMRI study employing a forepaw stimulation
task was done in the 9.4T system. Four male SD rats
(�300 g) were orally intubated and anesthetized with
2% isoflurane and stereotactically fixed with ear bars
in a home-made holder. Throughout the experiments,
animals were under a-chloralose anesthesia (�26.7
mg/kg/h), continuously monitored and well-main-
tained under physiological conditions (rectal tempera-
ture 37.5�C, blood gas in pH �7.4 and pCO2 �39
mmHg). The procedures were approved by the local
ethics committee.

Following second-order shimming with FASTMAP
(13), 300 volumes were acquired with a TE of 25 msec
and a TR of 2 seconds. Each volume consisted of 10
slices with a matrix size of 64 � 64, field of view (FOV)
of 25 � 25 mm2, and a slice thickness of 1 mm. The
employed block paradigm for fMRI consisted of a 30-
second ON-period followed by 60 seconds OFF,
repeated six times. The first two volumes in each train
were reference scans acquired without phase-encode
blips.

All images were corrected according to the manufac-
turer’s implementation (2) using the scans acquired
without phase encoding, providing the ‘‘comparison
image.’’ Further correction was done offline using Mat-
Lab (MathWorks, Natick, MA), applying methods P, A,
and CP as described in the Theory section.

7T Data Acquisition

Data were acquired on an actively shielded 7T/68-cm
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with 41-cm head gra-
dient coil and a TxRx volume RF-coil (InVivo, Pewau-
kee, WI). Permission for the study was obtained from
the local ethics committee.
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An EPI sequence that employed a sinusoidal read-
out gradient waveform shape (14) was modified to
alternate the readout direction every other volume. In
the manufacturer’s implementation of the sequence,
the acquisition of the echo planar train was preceded
by the acquisition of three echoes sampled at the cen-
ter line of k-space without phase-encoding, used to
correct the phase difference between odd and even
lines of the echo planar readout train.

Images of a 13-cm diameter oil phantom were
acquired to test the ghost correction schemes without
the confounding influence of respiration-induced
artifacts.

Five subjects (three female) participated in an fMRI
study employing a visual task consisting of a 12 Hz
flashing checkerboard with 10 seconds ON, 20 sec-
onds OFF, repeated eight times. Volumes of 20 trans-
verse slices were acquired with a matrix size of 96 �
96 and the following scan parameters: FOV 192 �
192 mm2, slice thickness 2 mm, slice gap 0.2 mm, TE
29 msec, TR 2.5 seconds. The quality of the shim was
inspected visually after application of the vendors
shim routine. When necessary, shimming was
repeated. No fat-saturation was applied as this was
not found to be necessary (14). fMRI studies were
repeated with a nonalternating readout gradient for
comparison. The same scan parameters were used as
in the acquisition using the alternating readout gradi-
ent scheme.

Phase and magnitude images were saved for offline
ghost correction processing in MatLab (MathWorks) as
for the data acquired at 9.4T.

Data Analysis

Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn in ghost, signal,
and noise areas to calculate the ghost-to-signal ratio.
The ghost-ROI was always drawn in the Nyquist ghost
area outside the brain with the highest signal inten-
sity. Typical ROIs are shown in Fig. 3. All ROIs cov-
ered �100 voxels.

Ghost signal intensity in the images was calculated
following:

Ghost ¼ Sghost � Snoise

Ssignal

� �
� 100 (7)

When comparing ghost levels in data corrected
using method A to P or CP, it should be kept in mind
that the noise level is lower by a factor H2 in data cor-
rected with method A because of the temporal
averaging.

The fMRI analysis was carried out for all data using
FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) v. 5.63, part of FSL
(FMRIB’s Software Library). The data were realigned,
spatially and temporally smoothed before a General
Linear Model (GLM) was formed with the blood oxy-
genation level-dependent (BOLD signal change mod-
eled as a boxcar function convolved with the canoni-
cal hemodynamic response function (hrf). Subject
motion up to half the voxel size was found and all
data were retained for further processing. Z-score
maps were obtained for the four processed datasets

for each animal or subject. All maps were thresholded
using clusters determined by Z > 3.2 and a (cor-
rected) cluster significance threshold of P < 0.05.
Ghost levels were then calculated in the fMRI data
according to the equation given above.

In each dataset the activation found in the relevant
part of the cortex was visually inspected. Also, data
were examined for suspected false-positive activation
in other parts of the cortex or outside the brain area.
The number of active voxels was taken as an approxi-
mate measure of BOLD contrast-to-noise ratio in the
fMRI datasets, as this is likely to reflect the sensitivity
of the data to detect BOLD signal changes.

RESULTS

Simulations

To evaluate the influence of the ghost correction
schemes on the temporal resolution of BOLD time-
course data, the Nyquist ghost correction schemes
were applied to synthetic fMRI data with TR ¼ 2. fMRI
data were modeled as a baseline with a BOLD signal
change of 4% signal amplitude and a simultaneous
3% signal phase change, convolved with the default
hrf from FLIRT (FSL). Durations of 20 seconds (block)
and 0.2 seconds (event) were evaluated. BOLD ampli-
tude time courses with and without correction are
shown in Fig. 2A,C. The difference between the ‘‘true’’
time course and the corrected ones (Fig. 2B,D) is larg-
est for method A and smallest for method CP. Thus,
method CP is expected to yield a better conservation
of the magnitude (BOLD-like) signal variations of the
time series. However, correlation coefficients between
the original time course and the time course after
application of the correction schemes are larger than
99% for all three schemes for the block design. Even
in the case of the event-related design, correlation
coefficients of 98.2%, 94%, and 98.6% were found for
methods P, CP, and A, respectively.

9.4T Data

EPI images of a rat brain phantom showed persistent
but low-level ghosting, in this case of 6.5%, in the
standard EPI magnitude image (Fig. 3, top row, left-
most). Applying the P and CP schemes resulted in a
significant reduction to a ghosting level of 2.5%, while
the images obtained with scheme A were virtually
ghost-free.

When applying the three schemes to data from
in vivo fMRI studies at 9.4T, all methods resulted in
significant improvements in image quality as judged
from an overall �60% reduction in ghosting levels (Ta-
ble 1). When false-positive activation in the ghost
region was detected, it was removed using schemes
CP and A (Fig. 4). The substantial amount of false-
positive activation was dramatically improved by
ghost correction, and hence, increases in the maxi-
mum Z-score and number of active voxels were also
significant (Table 1).
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7T Data

As with the 9.4T data, phantom data acquired at 7T
showed consistent ghost artifacts (Fig. 3, bottom row).
Without correction the measured ghost intensity was
10% and with correction schemes P, CP, and A this
was reduced to 4%, 4%, and 2%, respectively. Note
that the ghost had the highest intensity along the
edges of the expected ghost area, over which the ROIs
were drawn. Some Gibbs ringing was also visible,
both in the corrected and uncorrected images, which
was ascribed to the relatively small matrix of just 64
� 64 points, as well as the high SNR.

Identical slices taken from datasets of a representa-
tive human subject are shown in Fig. 5. Without cor-
rection, clearly discernable ghosting was detected.
The average value over an ROI comparable to the one
shown in Fig. 3 was 25%. Some distortions inside the
brain ascribed to ghost–brain overlap were detected
(see arrows in Fig. 4A) and largely reduced in the cor-
rected datasets. Profiles taken through the area worst
affected by the Nyquist ghost show the effect of ghost
correction (see Fig. 4B). Significant amplitude reduc-
tion in the ghost areas is seen for all three corrected
datasets relative to the uncorrected dataset, which is
marked ‘‘none.’’ Note the minimal reduction in signal

Figure 2. Simulation of an fMRI
time course with TR ¼ 2. BOLD sig-
nal change is modeled as a 4%
increase in magnitude and 3% in
phase during either 20 seconds
(block) or 0.2 seconds (event). The
uncorrected dataset represents the
‘‘true’’ BOLD signal. A: The block
time course after application of each
of the corrections. B: The differences
between the ‘‘true’’ block BOLD sig-
nal and the time courses from ghost
corrected data. C: Event time
courses with and without correc-
tions applied. D: The difference
between ‘‘true’’ and corrected time
courses in case of a short BOLD
response.

Figure 3. Phantom images. In the top row 9.4T data are shown; in the bottom row 7T data. Images presented furthest left
are shown with normal scaling, other images were scaled to obtain identical noise amplitude and to make the Nyquist ghost
visible. DM images show the mean difference in signal magnitude between 10 ‘‘positive’’ and 10 ‘‘negative’’ readout images.
DPh images show the average difference in phase between 10 ‘‘positive’’ and 10 ‘‘negative’’ readout images. Examples of a
noise, ghost, and signal ROI are shown in round white, shaped white, and round black shapes, respectively, on the 7T uncor-
rected data.
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intensity inside the brain area in the ‘‘A’’ dataset rela-
tive to the ‘‘none,’’ ‘‘P’’ and ‘‘CP’’ datasets.

Nyquist ghost intensity measured before and after
correction in the 7T data is summarized in Table 2.
Ghosting levels in the 7T fMRI data were highly stable
for the duration of the experiments. For all subjects,
data acquired with inversion of the readout gradient,
without application of the ghost-correction schemes
(the data shown here as ‘‘none’’), contained identical
Nyquist ghost levels as data obtained with the stand-
ard EPI sequence (Table 2).

An example of activation maps generated from cor-
rected and uncorrected data is shown in Fig. 6. The
activation maps are displayed overlaid on one of the
volumes of the fMRI train from which they were
obtained. Note the excellent ghost reduction when
using schemes CP and A. The white and black arrows
indicate areas where false-positive activation was
found in the ghost–brain overlap area. The white
arrow indicates a sizable cluster of false-positive vox-
els that was notably absent in all of the Nyquist
ghost-corrected datasets.

There was no significant change in the total number
of voxels determined active between any of the fMRI
sessions, as the detected false-positive clusters were
relatively small compared to the primary active area
in the occipital lobe. However, a nonsignificant
increase in the number of voxels was found for data
obtained by correction using scheme A.

However, in the front half of the brain a reduction
in the number of ‘‘active’’ voxels of 17% and 26% com-
pared to the uncorrected image was found in the data
corrected with methods P and CP, respectively. This
reduction is due to the elimination of small false-
positive areas such as the one shown in Fig. 6. The
datasets acquired without the alternating readout dis-
played the same (P ¼ 0.76) number of ‘‘active’’ voxels

in the brain as the noncorrected data acquired with
the alternating readout gradient scheme.

DISCUSSION

In this study Nyquist ghost correction for echo planar
time series data based on a continuous reversal of the
EPI readout polarity was presented, utilizing three
ghost correction schemes. Large improvements in
Nyquist ghost levels were made without compromising
the activation maps obtained from the fMRI data.
Whenever, due to Nyquist ghosting, apparent activa-
tion outside the expected active brain region was
found, this was removed or reduced when either ghost
correction scheme ‘‘CP’’ or ‘‘A’’ was applied (see Figs. 4,
6).

Ghost removal was near-complete in phantom
images, but less so in in vivo images, whether
acquired in humans or animals (Tables 1, 2). Larger
susceptibility differences in vivo, as well as respira-
tion-induced frequency changes, may contribute to
this difference.

Here it is assumed that the eddy currents need not
be taken into account as, on most modern systems,
any residual eddy currents are symmetrical for posi-
tive and negative gradient lobes. If this were not the
case, a subtraction of phantom images acquired with
positive and negative readout amplitude would yield a
high intensity at the edges of the phantom. As can be
seen in Fig. 3, this is not the case for either of the sys-
tems used here.

One possible source of artifacts for all of the above
correction schemes is an appreciable change in signal
between two acquisitions, which can result in a ghost
representation of this change after correction. BOLD-
induced phase or amplitude changes, however, tend
to be relatively small, even at high magnetic fields,
and slow, especially over the duration of a single TR.
Phase changes and extremely large magnitude
changes are typically restricted to large veins (15)
which, at the high B0 fields used in this study, yield
very little signal, as TE � T2*venous both at 9.4T in
rats (16) and at 7T in humans (17). Since the duration
of the hemodynamic response function usually spans
several TR, it could be advantageous to use the mean
of the preceding and succeeding images to determine
the phase change. In principle, ghost correction could
also be compromised by bulk motion, but this is in
itself a reason to discard the fMRI data.

Figure 4. Representative slices taken from Z-score maps from 9.4T data calculated after ghost correction (cluster wise
threshold of Pcorr < 0.05) are shown overlaid on EPI images taken from the fMRI train. No brain extraction or other form of
thresholding was applied to the echo planar images.

Table 1

9.4T fMRI Data, Correction Results

Method

Ghost intensity

(mean 6 SD)

Increase in

# voxels

‘‘active’’ in SI

Average

maximum

Z-score

None 6.2 6 2.3% — 14.0 6 0.7

P 3.1 6 1.0% Nonsignificant 13.9 6 0.6

CP 2.4 6 1.4% 40 6 17% 15.5 6 2.9

A 1.7 6 0.7% 25 6 14% 14.7 6 2.7

Values are given as mean 6 SD over animals.
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As significant changes between scans can result in
false-positive activation being found in the corrected
datasets, all Z-score maps from corrected datasets
were visually inspected for apparent activation shifted
N/2 from the main foci of activation in the visual cor-
tex. As no instances of such false-positive activation
were detected in any of the datasets, we concluded
that, in general, changes between volumes of an fMRI
data train were sufficiently small for effective Nyquist
ghost correction.

Implementation of any of the methods described
requires minimal alteration of the pulse sequence,
even when implemented on a clinical platform, and
can easily be combined with k-space undersampling
strategies such as parallel imaging or partial k-space
acquisition, but since the correction is applied prior
to FFT it is best implemented in the online data-proc-
essing software.

The application of the proposed schemes, as with
any reference scan-based correction scheme, is only
valid when the field inhomogeneities that cause the
Nyquist ghost do not vary between acquisition of the
reference scan and the image. Previously, the correc-
tion scan with a reversed readout gradient as pro-
posed in Ref. 11 was acquired prior to the fMRI time-
series, and thus the time between the acquisition of
the reference scan and the images to be corrected was
up to several minutes, or the whole duration of the
fMRI experiment. In the correction schemes presented
here the reference scans are an integral part of the
fMRI acquisition train. Therefore, as the reference
data are sampled throughout the entire experiment
and data that are combined are acquired only TR sec-
onds apart, the ensuing correction is almost insensi-
tive to slow temporal drift such as system instabilities
or subject motion.

While the application of scheme ‘‘A’’ results in
almost complete removal of the Nyquist ghost, this
comes at the expense of a convolution of the fMRI
time course with a boxcar of width 2 and thus an
effective reduction of the temporal resolution, which
may be disadvantageous for fMRI studies requiring

high temporal resolution. To compensate for this tem-
poral filtering of the fMRI data, the model hemody-
namic response function, hrf, was convolved with the
same boxcar to adjust for the change in hrf, but this
was not sufficient to counter the temporal smoothing
effect caused by the summation technique and thus
a, nonsignificant, increase in the number of active
voxels was found after application of scheme A. Fur-
thermore, using method A, the ghost is removed
rather than corrected, and so a small loss in signal
amplitude was found (as explained by Eq. [5]). This
effect is visible in Fig. 5; while profiles from data ‘‘P’’
and ‘‘CP’’ have slightly higher signal intensity than the
uncorrected data; a small decrease in signal was
detected in the profile from data ‘‘A.’’ In the case of
substantial ghosting, some of the SNR loss may be
recoverable by a sum of squares combination of image
‘‘A’’ and the ‘‘ghost’’ image shifted by half an FOV in
the phase-encoding direction. The ‘‘ghost’’ image may
be obtained through subtraction of the two uncor-
rected images that were summed to obtain image ‘‘A.’’

Another possibility for ghost removal in echo planar
time series data acquired with the alternating readout
gradient scheme is the application of a temporal filter,
such as used in the UNFOLD method for partial k-
space data (18). While application of such a filter
would also incur a reduction in temporal resolution, it

Figure 5. a: Slices taken from a
representative 7T dataset. The
arrows indicate areas where the
ghost overlaps with the brain.
When correction is applied the
ghost intensity is reduced. b:
Profiles averaged over the areas
marked between the white lines
are shown. Note that while all
corrected data have lower signal
intensity in the ghost area, only
profiles taken from the P and CP
datasets have higher signal in-
tensity inside the brain than the
uncorrected data.

Table 2

Ghosting Levels With and Without Correction in 7T Data

Method

Ghost intensity

phantom data

Ghost intensity

fMRI data

None 10.2% 18 6 4%

P 4.1% 11 6 3%*

CP 4.4% 11 6 3%*

A 2.2% 5 6 3%**

Unmodified acquisition 18 6 5%

Values averaged over fMRI time courses and are given as mean 6

SD over subjects.

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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may be advantageous for some applications, provided
the Nyquist ghost is temporally stable.

The specific choice of the three presented ghost cor-
rection algorithms, or any other using the information
offered by the alternating readout gradient scheme,
may vary depending on the experiment in question.
When averaging has to be performed, as in the case of
arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion or diffusion
experiments, the temporal smoothing of method A is
inconsequential. However, for high temporal resolu-
tion fMRI data, the temporal smoothing in combina-
tion with a, though possibly minor, loss in SNR seems
a reason to favor scheme P or CP. Method CP appears
to have a slightly better performance with the removal
of false-positive voxels in the functional maps. The
difference any of the correction schemes can make
depends on the quality of the fMRI dataset; while
some Nyquist ghosting is always present and may be
corrected for, false-positive activation or an absence of
activation is not necessarily present. However, as this
cannot be known until after the data are acquired, it
may be advantageous to routinely employ the alter-
nate readout acquisition scheme to allow application
of one of the proposed Nyquist ghost-correction
schemes.

In conclusion, efficient correction of the Nyquist
ghost in EPI data is possible using readout gradient
reversal throughout the time course of an fMRI experi-
ment. While a complex summation of data acquired
with an inverse readout gradient gives optimal Nyquist
ghost removal and is suitable for applications requir-
ing signal averaging, such as perfusion/diffusion, the
correction schemes presented here as ‘‘CP’’ and ‘‘P’’
allow better conservation of the temporal resolution
and are thus considered more suitable for fMRI.
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Figure 6. Representative slices from 7T Z-score maps obtained after ghost correction shown overlaid on a volume of the
dataset they were calculated from. Z-score maps were thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 3.2 and a (corrected)
cluster significance threshold of P < 0.05. The arrows indicate areas suffering from distortion and false-positive activation
due to ghost-brain overlap in the uncorrected image.
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